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: Book Reviews

BOOK REVIEWS
New Liberties/or Old) by Carl F. Becker. New Haven: Yale Univer. sity Press, 1941. $2.00.
The Majority of the People) by Edwin Mims, Jr. New York: Modem
Age Books, 1941. $2.75·
The Impact of War: Our Democracy Under Arms) by Pendleton Herring. New York: Farrar and Rinehart, Inc., 1941. $2.00."
On the Agenda .of Democracy) by Charles E. Merriam. Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1941. $1.50.
The Democratic Spirit) edited by Bernard Smith. New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, 1941. $5.00. Professor Becker in his sympathetic analysis ~nd criticism gives a
key to the position of democracy in the modern world, a world which
Huizinga has not hesitated to call "demented,"l when he says that "~he
cardinal fact of our time is that democracy, so far from being triumphant, is on the defensive" and "the democratic virtues are beginning
to disintegrate." He suggests further the central difficulty when he
says that "the essential problem of liberal democracy is to preserve that
measure of freedom' of thought and of political action without which
democratic ·government cannot exist, and at the same time to bring
about by the social regulation of economic enterprise that measure
of equality of possessions and of opportunity without which it is' no
more than an empty form." . What is the meaning of this statement?
An attempt at a 'brief explanation of it may aid in correlating the content~ of the various books under scrutiny.
Western civilization.is .roughly identified with the period in world
history from the fall of Rome to the present. Roughl' again, feudalism
as an economic system, a land economy, was peculiar to the middle ages,
from 476 to 1250. In the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries-most
1

Jan Huizinga, In the Shadow of Tomorrow (New York: W. W. Korton, 1936), p.
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modern bu~iness p,ractices have th~ir roots in the latter century-capitalism, a money economy, replace<jl feudalism. Capitalism then went
through several stltges in its deyelopment and found its fruition in its
present form since the begiI)ning of the first W01d War. An appropriate 'political forni~ and' social. philosophy
accotmpanied the present
.
economic systeIQ...The pec\fliar feature of the last stage is the concentration of wealth, assets, and power in the hands of ·a few persons or a relatively few corporations and the maintaining of a dominant and preferential posit~pn in society by a small minority through monopolistic
practices and through the expert manipulation of constitutional, legal,
and politica.J. institutions. Power lies in the ownership and control of
the means apdsources of production. The dominaJ.lt fact of our age is
the shift 'of lthis, power from private hands to p~blic offici~ls,for purposes of ma~agership. The proletariat, the majority in, number, now
disPOssessedt have the potential power but--lack the leadership to exercise it. This fact forms the ba~i~ for the analysis.£ound in The Majority
of the Peop~e.
Democracy meant originally the rule by the people through the
majority principle, through the pririciple of numbers, and the \t.Pajority
. was identified with the whole. This is wha~cke, Rousseau, and Jefferson mea~t in t!teir writings. Democracy since l~e time of the's~ gr~at
men has h~d another geyelopment, the protee Ion of the minorIty
against the majority. This tradition begin~ with Hobbes and continues.
through John Adams and Madison and finds fruition in the opinions of
Stephen J. Field of the United States Supreme Court; Judicial revi~e
.
has protected the minority. The minority in turn has used the courts
and the American ~onstitutional system with its mixed government in
which minority groups find representation through the judiciary but
espec~ally' throug~ the activities of interest groups. Democracy has
become i~ehtified with the particular group that holdS~--tj~ dom~nant
seat of ppwer ~n economic a.nd social life; democratic Jiperalism has
become ~ means to the end' of protecting its interests. Until power is
~ restored, through strong leadership, to the proletariat, no'! dispossessed
but in the majority, democracy. will fail in the realization of its early
expectations. Mims has based his analysis.onadequate research. He
knows his political theory and history. His casual references to many
writers~lI annoy those not so familiar as he with the material. As a
complemrnt to Mims the writer suggests The American .Spirit, edited
I
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by Bernard Smith. Liberals will find comfort in both of these volumes.
Mims gives discipline to democratic thought. Smith includes many
relevant selectionJ from the authors mentioned by Mims. The American Spirit contains many excerpts from familiar authors tliat are not
found in some of the more standard documentary texts.2 Mims becomes concerned with a major problem in d.emocracy: how the shift of
power may be mi;lde from the minority to tlte majority without too
greatly disturbing vital democratic values? This problem suggests first
of all perhaps a revaluation of democratic assumptions.
To one who is interested in a summary of democratic values, Becker,
Merriam, and Herring will be of great help. According t<? Becker, one
assumption is that _ n are rational creatures, that they are men of
good will. Assuming at men are of good will, "democratic government disposes them t be so: fosters tolerance, humane d~aling, fraternity." Other assumpti ns are "the worth and dignity and creative capacity of .the individual" nd that "means and ends are conjoineo in the
cpncept of freedom: freedom of thought, so that the truth may prevail;
fteedom of occupation, so that careers may be open to talent; freedom
of self-government, so that no one may be compelled against his will"
(pp. 102-105). Merriam (p. 126) and Herring (p. 241) make adequate steitements of· traditional democratic values. There is no lack of
definition in these volumes. New Liberties jor Old is especially recommended in this connection. But one must come sooner or later to the
principal point involved in the problem of democracy.
Modem social objectives are derived fro.m the condition of great
inequality and disparity in economic incomes and therefore in social
opportunities. Th~se objectives may be summarized in a single statement: a greater parity and equality in the distribution of world goods
and national incomes and therefore greater opportunities for the
greater number of persons in society. The problem in democracy
arises from the attempt to achieve this objective within the scope of
traditional democratic methods and without undue violation of democratic values.
Liberty in democracy has meant freedom from restraint. It has
meant a maximum amount of freedom for the individual in the development of his personality and a minimum amount of governmental
2 J. Mark Jacobsen, The Development of American Political Thought: A Documentary
History (New York: Appleton-Century, 1932); Benjamin Fletcher Wright. A Source
Book of American Political Theory (New York: Maanillan. 1929).
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interference in the activiti~s·of private'groups. It is evident from little
mor~ than a superficial gla!n~e at the daiiy press that the drift is toward
collectivism and that government seems to'be totalitarian in intention
and .direction. The realiz~tfon of the new social qbjectives calls for a
stronget, more centralized government and 3.;n expanded executive
power. ,Democratic-libera~ government, developed in other' econd,mic
and social circumstances, i~ 'at o~~ with the means app~rently required
to achieve the objectives implicit in the direction of :sod~l change, in
nature: of the alternative to capitalism. In brief, authoritarianism,
implying
more coercion, more force,1 more restriction in the life of the
.
individual, seems to be peculiar to the attainment of collectivism. The
cpnflict is between traditio~al values and new objecti~es; between
desirable'ends and appar~nt1y undesirable means necessarY to the
,thivement o~ those ends. Herring is, frank in admitting this problem
-and is the most candid in his solution.
'
I . The old freedoms mus.t be shelved; the new freedom entai~s sacri- '
a.ce on th~ part of the individual and his· identificati~Ii with the com-.
IJlunity. 'force must be used, if necessary, more fr~ely. Herring, and
tb some extent
Merriam, make out a good case for war, the ultimate
in
1 .
•
tjhe use o~ violen~ as a servant Qtsocial change. Becker admits war as
lj>eing a product of and peculiar to our culture. He points 'out the
paradox: f'sipce men know that war is an unmitigated' evil, why do they'
go on figqting? Since we all love peace, why do we wage war?" )Writing
his essay ~n &CLoving Peace and Waging War" in 1937, Becker renders
with sotn~ modification the anti-war attitude' of recent years. Herril)g
\las losri it in his effort to dramatize and rationaliz~ the National De:
fense program.
.
Thedentral contribution of .Herring is this ~hel¥ing of the tradiI
"
. '
tional detinocratic concept of freedom. In.its place, although dressed' up
in demOctatic terms and. with an anti-fascist bias, he puts the concep~ of
freedom bf the individual in terms of the individual's identification
with the community and of his reali~ing his potentialities and develop~
ing his ptfrsonaliiy within and through· the group. What Herring wants
is :a dempaatic totalital'ianism and he says so in sophisticated, someti~es ev~sive, but generally guarded language.
What'the doctors of democratyare seeking is a spontaneous' regeneration, ~ voluntary upsurge of community spirit. What they want is
unanimity in agreement and expression, a cdoperative community

me
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effort arising from among the citizens, some kind of self-~eneration, a
kind of democratic collectivism. Briefly, as far as historical experience
reveal~ and as far as competent theoretical writing dempnstrates, it
seems that they want to have their cake and eat it too, for collectivism
without authoritarianism is possible but not probable. The principle
that regenerates, the ideal that moves, has not yet been found, for this
period of transition. Having discarded religion and metaphysics as
vital forces, democratic apologists can find nothing to replace them.
They call for faith and will, for vision and effort, but the people remain
apathetic and indifferent. They dress up the principle of the brqtherhood of man in secular terms and speak softly and quietly the democratic platitudes. It is ironical to find Herring devoting more than four
pages to a sophisticated exegesis of the Christian concept of freedom,
man shall find himself by losing himself, and winding up with an
excellent explanatiop of the authoritarian idea of freedom as an aspect
of his solution to the pr.oblem of democracy.
Becker's analysis of the scientific method in relation to Marxism;
the reasons he gives for the disintegration of democratic values: the
prevalence of pragmatism, instrumentalism, activism, and relativism in
government; his faith in representative government as a tradition
worth holding to and r~ h~bit worth keeping-all are stated in language,
though simple, that lea1es on~ with the impression of great scholarship
and adequate research.
Mims' discipline in tracing the fate of the majority principle in
American political thought and constitutional development and in
outlining the possible return to this principle is a valuable contribution
to an understanding of demo?,acy.
Herring's work is not up to the standard he rendered in The Politics
of Democracy and}n other 'Yorks. He does break some ground, however, in making a military establishment and war more familiar, and
possibly more acceptable, to the democratic scene..
On the Agenda of Democr:acy contains the 1941 Godkin lectures
given at Harvard University. 'Merriam's review of planning is excellent, as is his restatement of the compatibility of efficiency, planning,
civil service, and· administrative management with democracy. His
agenda include the liberal social objectives and the recenctrends in
government whi~h are familiar to students.
The Spirit of Democracy, a collection of documents concerning the
\~
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Declara~on of Independence and what famous democrats and patriots

have wr~tten, is extremely valuable, for'the time ,has come when we
are in ~~at need of such fortification.
.
n:
.

.

Ii'
Ii

PRA~K·H. JONAS

)

~anagement inJhe Ne~ Democracy, edited by Fritt ~ot'Stein .

:.,
1

Public

Ma

I

New York: Harper and Brothers, 1940. $3.00•
.

Th~l~cienc.e of public m~na~e~ent is growing.· out of its teens.

StrugglIfig agaInst the JacksonIan attltude that anybody who could get
a goverrlfitent j<;>b was qualified to hold on~, the advocates of more scientific ~ethods in th~ 1?usiness of government are winning. gradual
:accepta4te of their views. More and more it is coming to be recognized
that the!' ~ra:ctices' and proced~res of private enterpri~e are not necessar, ily thos~ best su~ted t9 governmental administratidn" with the result
that se~ous effotts are now being'made to ascertain tlle principles
underlyWng public management 'and to devise ways whereby those
prin5iplrs, may b~ utili~ed in the administration of p:ublic affairs.
SUC~I an effo~t is ~at represented by the p'ublication of Public
Manag : ent in the New Democracy. An outgrowth of the Harvard
Guardi Conference on American Public Serfce, Public Managem,ent i~1 the N em Democracy represents an attempt by fifteen pro~i
nent m~n in stritegic branches of public service qr related fields to
state th~ problenis IWhi~public adniinistration faces in ~se times of
expandi~g governmental activity, to suggest principles applicable to
the sol4~ion of t~ose problems~ and to underscore the increasing importanc~ of publio administration as an instrument for the creation of
a betteri.' !America~ ,
. ,
. 1'
Alt1tpugh cast in symposium form and weakened. somewhat by the
resultar1~ diffusi~n and overlapping of ideas, Publ~c Managerrtent in
t~e N:e# De~oc.tacy" manages. ne~ertheless .to ,!l1umfnate its' field suffi~lendy ~ bnng. m.:. to. SharP. relIef In.~de~uacies In .?~r meth.ods -of selec.tIng pu~tIC admInIstrators and to highlIght the baSIC proble~ of publIc
administration: ithat of providing administrators of suffici.ent ability
with eJbugh freedom of action to carry out the duties with which they
are chaf~ed and ~t the same time protecting individl;tal citizens against
arbitratr misuse ~f administra!tive power..
, .
.
The I~andatd of power under which public adm~nistr~tio~ operates
I
:
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stems directly from legislative action, and the WO~kf the administrator
is carried out under the close _surveillance of the . li~, whose interest~
are affected, and of the courts, whose duty it 's to safeguard those
interests. The public administrator is, therefore, subject to limitations
on three separate fronts. His mandate of power is subject to revocation by legislative action; his actions may be reviewed by the courts,
·some of which have, in the recent past, seemed bent on proving, that
ours is a govemment of men, not of laws; and his actions must pass the
critical judgment of the public at large. The mandate of power received from the legislature may be (and frequently is) couched in ambiguous terms with the administrator's sphere of action ill-defined, or
it may be inconsistent with power granted another governmental
agency. The vacillating decisions of the Supreme Court in regard to
the interpretation of the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment have made it. difficult for any administrator to know with a~y
degree of certainty just what he mayor may not do. And finally the
cultural lag represented by the attitude of the general public, a large
part -of which is still thinking of government and its relation to the
economic system and to the indivfdual in nineteenth century terms, lays
upon the administrator the added task of justifying activities made
necessary by twentieth century· conditions to minds utilizing mainly
nineteenth century concepts.
Adequate treatment is given in Public Management in the New
Democracy to the necessity for changes in our methods of recruiting
civil servants, to' a consideration of the conditions under which public
employees work, and to specific suggestions -for civil service reform.
One can note, n~wever, that many ?f the suggestions for imptoving
the service relate to changes which ,could be made only under ideal
conditions and that not enough stress is placed on those improvements
which might be ~ffected here and now and under existing conditions.
Public Management in the New Democracy is not a statement of
principles or a distrission of conditions' which are hallo~ed by the
weight of traditional acceptance. It is rather a seminal book whose
importance must lie in its power to stimulate thoug~t and discussion
rather than to provide final answers. Its fifteen contributors have
sown a handful of seeds into almost virgin soil. Anyone concerned with
the mounting problems of governmental administration can do no less
than hope the harvest will be abundant.
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The Ei#hteenth !Century Background, b~ Basil Willey. New York:
Col~ptbia Un~versityPress, 1941. $3.251.
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Evet more in~erestingthan the spiritu~l biography of a man is the
tracing &f the ~oughts,.emotions, ~nd cont.ictions ~at move the .mind
of a nat~'On dun~g a unIfied epo~h In the ~IStOry of ~deas. E~rl! .In ~e
sevente¢pth centllry, Descartes Imposed upon all tpodern clvlhzatIon
the auti\1ority of the geometric meth9d lof reasoming~ Evenlt today,
thoughfiis undulr limited by the concept ~hat notl~ing is true wh~ch is'
not susffptible qf ma:thematical, proof. T~ough D;escartes could start
with thM nature qf ~ triangle and prove th~ /existence of God, later genII
' '
erationfl ~~r~ not so fortunate.., ?ur an~est9rs,beforethe present era ~f
moral "Ihlhsm, regar~ed relIgiOUS faith I much as w.e do economic
securit~~ To retaIn it, no sacrifice was too ~eat.
,
In the sa~e rage Franci~ B!lcon put r~HgioIi' under a stili greater
disadv~ptage by' finding thatphilosoph~e~ or ways of life~ sin~e they
were. hqman
inventions,-actually had no more
reality t~ana stage play. ~
I·
I .
Thong» Descartes and Bacon were genl.liriely religious themselves, the
scienti~c scrptiny which becamepniversal!with. the acceptance of. their
methoc;l~ was a great dlS$blvent ,of traditio~al belief.
'
Pr~fessor Ba~il 'Yilleyof Cambridge niversity, in d~s9"ibing the
back~#.• und of tIj1e eIghteenth century. ShOW,:show Nature was used first
. to sup~leme~t ~~ suppc;>rt religion. ~nd ~nally, to s~ppl~nt !t both ~s
a sour~~'of reve'atl0n and as the ongtn o~ man s ethical Instincts. HIS
~ighte];n.thCent.,,' ury Ba,Ck,grou~d is of pan,,:tiCUlar value. i,n re-empha~iz
Ing th " ImportajIlce of _the thIrd Earl of [Sh~tesbury In transfOrmIng
consci ,~ce 'froIl}j an· inner check, to an expansive emotion, the former
prom~ted by Gpd,
l~tter a mere wehing forth of Nature. )The
readerl~s remidded that the concept of Nature as cllvine was intellectui

T

I

V

the

"

I

~'

allyap~,.':,rehendd,::l in almoSt", eve,ry detail by,','. the ~~o-classicistsof the ti~e

of Po~e, and that consequently the romantICIsm of Wordsworth IS
nothitt~ more ,t~an the concehtration of ~ntense emotion upon Pope's
cosmi<H abstraction: , .
f,;' ,

!

r

I

Atl are but parts of one cst~pendous, wh6le
Whose' ~ddy Na~ure,is and pOd the soul.

';
,

,

TC7~y in a time of p~litical chang~ aitd international crisis it is of
the ?1fatest i~portance to clarify one's Ifundamental philosophy by

looki~~, at the ~ndings 'fr~m the human l~boPitory of ~ past. In n~
P'

I .

i
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respect" is Prpfe~sor Willey's book more significant than in its elucidation of the doctrines of Edmund Burke for the contemporary readers.'
Far from being a reactionary, Burke, the great conservative, was actually the result of the most modern and enlightened views of ~is perspicacious time. Burke has shaped the emplacementse for the only sound
defense of democracy ppssible in a communistic and authoritarian
world. Though the individual may be foolish and though a particular
age may be wrong~ the generality of mankind throughout the ages is
wise and right. 1;)0. not rely upon .your own private stock of reason or
even upon the verdicts of democracy at any particular time. Bank on
the universal wisdom of mankind~: That wisdom is embodied in existing forms of government. These are natural outgrowths of circumstances and are not to be disturbed by the sudden artifices of man. As
Goethe sa,ys, "Let us oppose to the aberrations of the moment, the
masses of universal history."
DAN E FAR N S W 0 R'T H S MIT H
<t>

English Institute, Annual, I939. New York: Columbia University Press,
1940. $2.00.
English Institute Annual, I940. New York: Columbia University Press,
. 1941. $2.00. .
Scholarship in ,literature long ago passed its heyday of unlimited
natural resources.. -As Willard Thorp comments in his paper for the
second English Institute, a quarter of a ~o "the ultimate.
frontiers had· not been reached, and when the soil of one author was
exhausted there was new land to be taken up farther west. . . . If the
happy scholar in those days paused to question what he' was doing, he
stilled his doubts about the value of his enterprise with the comforti~g
~ that he was dealing with facts:'".
III
.
l~ut the scholar is nowadays somewhat concerned over proper use
of his resources; the easy pickings are gone., with their flaunting riches;
and there is steep digging left. The attack comes from a good many
directions, which may conveniently be classified into two types: (1) the
approach to literature from some province outside. literature proper,
and (2)' the approach to literature with critical literary interests. Of
.
'.
course the first has been more numerous in kinds and in devotees.
-I
hav~ seen research in linguistics, in "source hunting," in biography, in

We
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history ~d sociology, and in the "history ,of ifleas" .. fed through the mill
" of scholarly jour~a~s with tJheexpectation 'of.~nding some'fine comment
on literat}ue comiitg out at the end of the process.. We would be hard
put to 'it )~o say preFisely what good has come[of it, or at least be shamefaced to c!dmit thepblique,way with which a~lepeople hav& been working at a #roblem. ! But the .methods have btought to light interesting
informaqpn,and have produced some highly ~nteresting, if hon-literary,
' "
l
. .'.
books. I ; ' "
J'
, '
These indirect approaches were well represented
at the 1939 meetI
ing of th,~ English! Instit':ite. We ·are given ~dvice by Carl Van Doren
on how ~p choose Itopics for research, by lathes M. Osborn on how to .
find obsf;ure liter~ry (read biographical a*d historical) documents,
by MacEf;lward Leach on how to solve some problems inedLiting Middle
English Musi:ripts. Marjorie, Nicolso~
ai. ~loque11t defe11se of
the stud~ bte~ature through; the "history of Ideas."jHoward F.
Lowry afgues'witJh. care that the literature of
nineteenth century,
particul~tly of th¢ Victorian period, is goo~ material for the .scholar
("men ~ho ar~ nbt born to" live. 'ls' beasts ~ . . are worthy objects of
study, w~ether the~,be of the ~iddle Ages OIl of the nineteenth· century.
To a sch~lar there lare no forbidden seas"). Townsend Sc?dcler defe~ds
~he schol~rly biogfaphy. In the introductiQn, Robert E~ Spiller i~dicates tha~' there ar~ various cross trends in recent scholarship.
'
In IQ40, however, the English Institute, perhaps reading Professor
Spiller c#refully, shddenly became contemporary. The 9bliq?e school
is repres~nted mo~t specifically by Harry Hayden Clark with another
paper
the "history, ,of ideas" ,and by Walter L. Pforzheimer with a
history ~':£ copyrigp.t~ There is an amusing report on "Wh0 Uses a
Li,bniTY '. f'Rare B~oks?" by Randolph G. Ada~, one,.less amusin.g ,on
"The P pular Revlew'and the Scholarly Book," by Ralph Thompson,
-an unab~Ished (particularly in the personal sense) statem~t by Wi~liam
YOrk, Tihdall concerning the,' u;e of scholarly methods ijt the stuay of
contemdorary literature, and an earnest :considerati.on by .Willard
Thorp
"!he ,P~oblem of C:r~atn:s~ in ~riting L~letlary History:"
On ~e Side of ,those who maintain thar bterature IS a proper study
of its owff 'are, perhap~, Nornpn /Holmes Pearson, with an unintelligible
defe~se ~f ."Literary.:?~sap<;l Types";
H. Auden,i with ~ confused
conslder~tIon of "MimesIs and Allegory' ; Rene Wellek, With a wellreasone4:"plea that our description of periods and movements in literI
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ary history should be considered more carefully and at least ha~e names
derived from the qeld of literature; and Cleanth Brooks, with a lucid
and truly fine exposition of the method used by conteIIl;porary critics
who do approach literature di~ect1y. I have chosen to mention last
"The Poem as 'Or~anism~' by ~ofessor Brooks because it is unquestionably the best paper in either volume.
This 1940 sessi0I! indicates that the English, Institute with careful
planning ca~ become a most important forum for discussion of the
methods of the scholar in literature.
ALAN

SWALLOW

, .

A Pathfinder in the Southwest. . The Itinerary of Lieutenant A. W.
Whipple: . .. ,edited and annotated by Gran,t Foreman. Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1941. $3.00.
Tixier's Travels on the Osage Prairies} edited by John Francis'Mc.. Dermott;; translated from the French by Albert J. Salvan. Norman:
University of Ok.lahoma Press, 1940. $3.00.
From the able study of Grant Foreman comes this new edition of
'the journal of Lieutenant A. W. Whipple, who explored for a railroad
route trom Fort Smith,_ Arkansas, to Los Angeles in the years 1853-54.
An introduction to the volume includes an account of some of the
preliminaries leading to the Whipple expedition, a brief sketch of the
life of the leader, fomments upon qther members of the party including
the valued guide, Antoine Leroux, and a short note on subsequent surveys. The journal is a chronological account qf the expedition, giving
a complete itinerary and also interesting incidents concerning Indians,
Spanish New Mexicans, frontiersmen, it'itd pioneers met en route. There
are some fine illustrations, among them four contemporary lithographs
. in color, a map indicating the route in some detail, and a selected bibliography.
One might wish for more definite identification of certain fellow
travele~ mentioned from time to ,time, as well as for information concerniQ.g the Isource of the photographs of Whipple and H. B. Mollhausen. Th~se are, however, minor complaints; since the journal was
originally pqblished in records of Congress and was thus not alwars
readily ayailable, this new edition gives welcbme access to\a valuable
"'.
contemporary account.
1
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To Form ,a More Perfect Union: The Lives of Charles Francis and
Mary Clarke from Their Lf!tters~ I847-I87j~ edited by Herbert
Oliver Brayer. Albuquerque: Uhiversity of New Mexico Press,
194 1. $3.50 .,

Charles Francis Clarke, a twenty-year-old runaway English' law
clerk, landed in the United . . ~tates on August 6, 1847, after "a pretty
favorable passage of th~rty-seven days on the seven-hundred-ton packet
"On~rio( Like many,qther immigrants, he at once ,pr9ceeded to the
frontier to seek .qpportunity and adventure, legends of which had
caused him "to desert his study of Blackstone." The' youth acquired a
quart~r~section of land. He hastily formed a law partnership, as quickly
dissolved. it, and then, engaged in several oth,er emplOYments. As a
civilian clerk, he went with the American army to Vera Cruz~ When,
after his return, he failed to find employment, he enlisted and a~JefH
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ferson Barracks m'et an Irish girl destined to become his wife. The
West, over which they wandered included the pewly "seized" territory
of New Mexico, which the commandant of the Ninth Military District
soberly recommended be abandoned to. the' Indians. After the
Kansas War gave way to the War between the States, ex-Sergeant
Clarke became Captain Clarke of Sherman's Division and was cited for
gallantry at the Battle of Corinth. On the next Christmas Eve, his wife
was led to' his quart~rs-there to be told her hus1?and had been dead two
weeks. Tht( widow assumed the responsibility of caring for their five
small boys. With some assistance from the grandmother and a small
pension from the government, Mary Clarke developed the self-reliance
of the frontier, wisely managed her affairs, and sent her boys to college,
four at one tiJme.
These letlters, more than one hundred in number, lay in England
until- brough~ to New Mexico, where the editor discovered them. The
story is conventional: two immigrants marry and spend their lives on
the frontier. The letters are unique for the insight they afford into the
life and thought of the "common man" on the frontier during a formative period of American history. Life was no.t easy. The strugglerequired hard work and courage. The romance of the Southwest
remained for discovery by later generations to whom the hardships
were not so Ij>ersonal. Details of life and livelihood were writJen with.out thought that someday the letters would be in print. Many historic
figures mardll through the pages. The community as it lived is here
for the reader to see.
Editing has b~;n wisely kept to a minimum. Chapter introductions
give" c<;>ntinuity .
provide a setting for the letters, occasional lootnotes elucidate ,the text, and an excellent index makes the book u~able.
The letters are not only readable, they are contemporary pictures
of an important ~ a. At a time when much western history has been
manufactured for ourist consumption or has been written by eastern
authors seeking to flake a book pay for a vacation in the Southwest, the
. pook is welcome. fhe reviewer recommends the book to those interested in the histor~ of the Southwest or of the ·frontier.
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Mr. George's Joint, by Elizabeth Lee Wh,eaton. New York: E.' P. Duttun, i941. $2.5'0. (The ~homa~ Jefferson Southern Award winner.)
Texian Stomping Grounds, edi~ed by J. Frank Dobie, Mody C:Boatright, an~ Harry H. Ransom. Austin: Texas Folk-Lore Society,
1941. '

t·

Texas folklore is having a well-deserved inning thA .faIt., The
Texas Folk-Lore Society has issued its seventeenth 1Volume, and the ,
Thomas Jefferson' Southern Award has been given ~o a book about
TexasI negroes which is pure folklore under a, thin' skin of fiction.
J. Frank ,Dobie and his friends have ~lways felt that folklore should,
be m<;>re fun than footnotes, and in this spirit they have published
Texidn Stomping Grounds. The book is, shor\t on literary "art" hut
long on gusto, and the'reader mfanot lik~ it t~e w~rse for that. The
.best selection is Frank Bryan's" n the Jeffer on Road," .which tells
about hauling cotton to mar.ket i -Re.constructi n days when Jefferson
wasthe largest cotton-exporung town In thel~tat. Anybody who wants
to know where Dogfight CroSsing was or wh~ it means "to l'ight a
'shutk;' should' consult Mr. Bryan~s account.
Almost as good is the descriptiQj1 by Fermi a Guerra of life on a
MeXican ranch near Laredo in post-Civil Wa times, and the short
treatise"on old-time fiddlers by J. Olcutt Sander. These and the other
, !Uiscep~neo~s ~ontribtitions make ,good brows ng and contribute to
the social hlS~tOry of Texas.
I
,~
"
'
If Elizab¢th Lee Wheaton had submitted her notes on Negro speech
and ~¥stomsito M!. 'Dobie, she w~uld certainly ve seen them in print
~n T~xian Stomping Grounds, ,for she is as muc folklorist as novelist.
Her i~lender; thread of story begins in a Galves ,on court room where
negr~ Georg~ Hali is in process of being run out f t~wn for promoting
gam~Jinggatnesand beating his wife. He goes ~(i) Tex.as City, fourteeri
milesl 'away, gets ~ few dollars ahead, and opens;k~other "jinte" which
fiour~shes briefiy~. On page 374 "Mistah Jawge' is being run out of
town\again for ni:ore gambling and wife beatin "les,'got enough to
pay ~a bus fare to Houstoti, with a dollah an' fa ty dnts lef'," he says.
"That's a dollah -an' fiftee~ cents mo'n Ah come eah with;' so Ah sho
[,
.' '
rnad eja
pro fi't. ' '
, Tfere are too many non~essentialcharacters I ifting in and opt o~
Geor&,e~s, beer parlor and the book suffers; as a result, .but half a dozen ~
of M~s. ,Whd,lton's colored people are seen trult and ip the r6und'.

I,

:
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especially Mr. George of the roving eye and the little mustache, his lazy
wife :Annie, May.. ~ou rhe kitc~~n drudge, and MagnoHa the "hostess,"
who is green as grass when she 'enters the joint but cha~ges color rapidly.
These people giv the Texas negro of the Gulf-coast cities his first
break in fiction.
'.
Their talk is t e best thing in the book. It is perhaps too carefully
spellea out, but i is absolutely right. "Ah's mad enough," says one
colored character, "to peel de black off'n you:" A phrase like that
would get Mrs. wpeaton into any folklore society and helps to explain
why the Virginia ~uarterly Review and E.·P. Dutton felt that her book
was worth a gold edal and twenty-five hundred dollars prize money.

C. L.

SON N I C H SEN

My Nine Years
Governor, I897-Igo6, by Miguel Antonio Otero,
with a forewo~d by Marion Dargan. Albuquerque: The Univer,sity of New Mexico Press, 1940. $4.00.

Anton~o
k2,

Miguel
Otero, governor of New Mexico from June 14,
1897, to January
1906, has .blownthe dust off the mantlepiece of
time and achievea. a most interesting book in this "Volume recently published by the Un' ersity of New Mexico Press. The spade work for
the book was don by the former governor in My Life on the Frontier,
in two volumes p viously published.
.
With only he e and there a touch of fiction, G.overnor Otero has
recorded the eve,ts of his administration, with a degree of accuracy
hardly to be expected of a man mo!e than eighty years of age.
. Reading the tiook, a reviewer is impressed time and again by the
thought that GovJrnor Ott;ro was fortunate in being chief executive of
the territory in the days before everyday life had become so swiftly
paced as it is now~ In earlier days a man had time for what might be
called the amenit _es. of an occasion. Governor Otero thoroughly enjoyed the socialli e of the office and had a genuine fondness for good
food, fine wines, nd frequent trips. to Washington.
Appointed go ernor by President William McKinley by chance, as
the president sou ht way.out of a dilemma caused by a bitter fight
between New Me:pco political bosses. Miguel ~tonio Oten> never for
a moment Ie:&: 'anr.0ne in doubt as to who was running affairs in the
territory. Thro~rout the chapters there is the thread of the bitter

a
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and l¥ting hatred betweep Otero ana Thomas. Benton CatroIl, who
came to New Mexico fro~ Missouri in 1866, after a most interesting
career as a soldier and officer in the Confederate Army during the Civil
War, abandoned his affiliation with~tbe. Demo~tic party, became a
leader in the Re.publican organization in the. territory, and ~S'
eventually rewarded by ~e legisla~qre with election to the United
States Senate 'after New Mexico achieved statehood.
, The days of ?t~ro's'administr~tion~ hectic poli~~lly, but Otero
welcomed nothing more than a,good h~d-to-hand pollucal encounter,
no quarter given or ask~d. As Otero had gone i1ito office ~efore he was
forty years old, he had the physi~al strength to withstand the ete~al
bickering arid backbitihg in the political arena and, the mental ability
and agility to work him~elf out of plot and counterplot promoted by his
political enemies. Th~t the job of being governor was no place for
a man without a distillct Hair for withstan.dinp p~litical sieges was
proved by the fact that during the 'five yeart(sllcceeding, the Otero
regiII\e, the territ9ry had three governors, Herbert J. Hagerman, George
'
CUn1, and William J. Mills.
Governor Otero's book is distinctly ,worth while as entertainment
"and a valuable contribution to 'the permanent historical records of
New Mexico. It is a Ii;arrative of times when' men had the time and
inclination to battle day after day for petty offices, transient honors,
political pre~tige, power, and place; when men' had all of the machinery
of goverilm~n~ in their own hands; and the women had nothing to say
at the ballot: box, and but little e~sewhere, about how things were to be
run in the then very inkres~ing Territory of New Mexico.
t
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The Harvest. Waits,' by'ILorenePearson. Indianapo~is and New York:
- ,T~e Bob~s-Merrill fompany, 1941. ,$2.50 .
,

I

It is unfqrtunate th~t the 'publishers of Lorene learson's first novel
have adverti$~ that the! author spent nine year~ at the task of research
and writing,' for know~edge of this fact'will give hasty readers and. ,
revi~ers opportunity ul. say that the boo~ smells of the lamp~ that it is
a case history or a bun~e of case' histories and not· a "vivid" narrative.
Indeed, in t.h:e minds ofl readers who have be~ taugh~ only to remember vivid chatacters, loo~ for· "great" sce~es, and expect some smashing
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol11/iss4/22
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climaxes (notions which tu~n books into circuses), all the charges
enumerated will rhaps stand.
_
Perfectlyappar nt, however, in the structure and style of the book
are the keys which. xplain Mrs. Pearson's purpose. The novel is .about
a community,. not i about particular people, although many persons'
destinies are wove~ into it. The reader is not allowed_Jo become.
absorbed in one character or one group of people: all narrative threads
are perpetually beibg t>roken and resumed. This dev.ice serves a second
purpose-to give arl effect of simultaneity to all kin~s of developments
in the community.l This is possibly the most difficult achievement in
fiction, and to say i hat The Haroest Waits sometimes or often comes
nearer seeming
ely fragmentary than giving a polyphonic or contrapuntal treatmen to a variety of themes, is just to say, as Daiches has
said of joyce's Ulys,es, that a novel cannot be music. In the novel there
can hardly,-be any convincing simultaneity of development of various
.strands of the narrative. A novelist can only ,carry OIie thing a short
distanCe and drop it and go back and pick up something else; and
because she has. so ~any significa~t things to pick up, this author will,
no doubt, to reade s not aware of her full purpose, seem much more
fragmentary than s e actually is-as if she had striven to present her
Mormon communi~y in the Dr. Gallup manner, by a kind of statjstical
sampling instead 0ibY a steady and. consistent narrative development.
-And yet if recent iticism has taught anything it is that "steady and
consistent develop ents," in so far as they relate to plot in the old
sense: are liable to play the substance false. The Haroest Waits is an
intensely honest w rk because the author has let the material seek its
form.
If we are today skeptical of "steady and consistent development"
.in plot~ng, we belifve more strongly tha~ ev~r in consistency in point
of view. Point,of Jview concerns two things: (I) author's attitude
towards his materifl (this may involve also the simple question of
where he stands, vhysically, in relationship to his material); (2)
author's philosoph~ or scheme of values as it inheres in, not ~s it is
imposed upon, his aterial. As to author's attitude toward material,
there is nothing re olutionary or even experimental in The l!aroest
Waits. Author stan outside; she does not take up a position within a
character or drama ,ize the mind of any ~haracter; she remains pretty
much the,old-fashi ned "omniscient" author-but without anv of the
I

•

in!1

.
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ot· the'auth~r as: author which are the bane of this kind of
technique. ,4Absence
o~, intr\lsion by the author is also the key to point
I,
of view' in 'i~s second ~spect. Mrs. Pearson's philosophy ot scheme of
valuts is entireiy tuckJd into the material of I, the 'novel. N<i.~here does
the reader hear her, as twentieth-century woman, criticizing polygamy,
the patriarchal organi~ation of the community, or a certain religious
fanaticism. ~here is,! in' short, an admirably complete, objectivity.
'rhere is not,; ~s far as[ can ·discover., a single condescending or patronizing note. Better stinl there is not an iota.of tl,1at sleeve:-pllilckiI!g man·,
ner of local colorists g~nerany (and the tribe is by no means dead yet)
-that mannerism by which the author says between almost",n the lines:
"Reacier, look at my characters! Aren't they lusty? Aren'~ they close_
to earth? Don't they have a fine faith? Don't they make yo~ nostalgic?"
Not even Steinbeck or Erskine C~ldwell 'escapes this kind of failure
in point of view. Mts. Pearson, in on.e particular I· noticed, barely
escalled it. It,appears that she startedoqt to make Angus :Bastian the '
dout patriarch and cOJIlmunity-minded man, pioneer in s~~rch offree-,
dom, axe in one hand and the Book of ,Mormon under the other ann.
His 'foil was to be. Hiram Watt, selfish,' greedy, uninform~d by a real
faith, the kind of .villain that keep& socialism from working~ But somewhete in the proce~s 'in~tinct or' art got· the better of PT4conception~
Bast~an peters out in pitiable ineffectuality, and Hiram !Watt
grows
I
rouIider and rounder. Mary Bastian"starts out as':'Englishl lady in the
wild~rness,"andI cringe~ when sh~ sneaked tIle itineran~ ~eddler in to
hav~ a cup,of forbidden tea" with her; but she, too, soon o~Itgrows her
labe~s, is absorbed into her community, and. is treated liRe a human
being instead of. being treated like a point in ~n argument. :
In some quarters, a book about Mormons or about any oth~f people
OF region is held to'staIl;dor f~ll ~Y ~ts "truth to lifel~ I c~isay nothi~g
on that s~ore. Indeed; the pOInt IS lrrelevant;~no book abo,t Mor~ons
or anybody ,else is going to please everybod~, apd: ·wha't· the truth
about Mormons. or about life? The true question, ought to ibe: Has the
author ~ way of seeiIi~ that remains her way of'~eeing and ili~ technique
by which to ,get it down on 'paper? The Hamest lVa'its re~eals a mind
that ,can select in accordance with a principle, 'that can temain dry"
obje~tiv~, ~erceptiv~,'ilever argumentative. That word 'idry" needs
explainin~ :For present purpoS9s and present purpdses on~y, it means
"abl~ to £or~o sweetness, melodrama, Freud, the author's
writhings,
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol11/iss4/22
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the enticements of I cal color, and even a 'sense of humor' as that phrase
is ordinarily interp~eted:' In this book, even the sense of humor is
tucked in tight.' It ould be almost un-American not to discern it and
relish it.
DUDLEY WYNN

One Red Rose Fo ever, by Mildred Jordan. New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, 1941. $ .75.

A novelist who ooks at the past may see those times in the light
of significance the have for the present. He will describe circumstances then as agu1de to understatnding now. Elizabeth Page in The
Tree of Liberty lar~ely followed this foreshortening of the time sense
in her presentatioq of the American political scene in the days of
Jefferson and Hamilton.
Mildred J qrdan could have done more with the POlitital throes of
the period of Heinr ch Stiegel and -the part the iron from his furnaces
played in serving th Revolutionary cause. She chose not to, and chose
well, fqr though he novel is not so broad in scope as Miss Page's, it is
as vividly written a1jld has deeper concern for character.
.
Heinrich Stiege1 and Diane a~e 'the central figures of this story:
Stiegel the young erman im.migrant l\Tho marries Elizabeth Huber,
daughter of a pros erous Pennsylvania iron merchant; Diane, a~ waif,
part French; part I dian, who is rescued by Stiegel in a wintry storm.
Diane becomes a sYfbol of the free, joyous, creative nature in Stiegel
which has been saep:ificed to trade and money-making. The music
which Heinrich carried with him from Germany lies' neglected while
he toils at the iron Ifurnaces. !he story of the beautifu~ .Stiegel glass
becomes the story of the. man s struggle to cr:eate a spIritual beauty
which is denied hini in his luxurious physical surroundings.. Whe~ his
reckless spending aJd too generous gifts lead Stiegel to debtor's prison,
he finds th~ values ,hich have meant most to him-music and the nearness of those who 10 ed him for himself.
Mildred Jordan ausher's One Red Rose Fore"l/er is unusually well
constructed and we written., As the reader searches for fulfillment in
each of these chara ters, the author is convincing in the answers s4e
gives in terms of th ir aIIJ.bition, pride, disappointment, loyalty. Th~re
are passages of wise nterpretation and passages of lyric emotion. There
Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1941
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is none of tPe misplac~d emphasis and *,grant -thread of p16t common
to first n6viels...- The strokes are ure. One Red' Rose FO'Teve'T is an
absorbing sfd;.y told ~y versatile write~.
T. M. PEARCE
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The Mindis Geography; by Geo e Zabriskie. ~ew York: Alfred A.
Knopf, 1941. $2.00. . !
u

, First volumes ~f poems' by yo ng author~ are not likely to receive
the kind of reviews rtha:t will h P eidler the writer or' his (possible
audience, and this book is probabl ri~ exception. '
1
i Zabriskie's faults ~e various, 9mmRIt, and serious, but his virtues
arF equally consi~e~abl~; He: ites c~relessly with the co~sequent
lapses of taste such production i lPlies:j often the poems are thrown
to~ether in a mass: of tffibontrolle reference and confusion. There is
a great deal of seeingIthe ~orld as ontai~ing the ·POet's emotions, m~ch
o~er-writing (in fac~ there is eno gh ~terial here fo! twice as.,many
pdems), m~ch tediops cataloging of environment, and a large amount
O£lloose organizatiari. .
'/
On the: other liahd, the poet of P~rt II is infinitely better·than
Pirt I. "Confeder~tf' arid "Fifth venue" are superior poems in every
w~y. The ~'bject itsflf is describe in b~th cases with honesty, ,insight,
aIj'd skill; the poetisFYs with his srbject, letting it develop by his craft
i~stead of"telling ~b audience ho he&els about it.
.
.i His sensitivitief ~re excellent, ut only half-educated; they need the.:
p~nstapng discipl~~e which' cpme, from Ipractising a cr~ft t?ver ',a peri~d
o~ many years. If ~~briskie is wi! :ng ,to endure that discipline ;he may
e~entually be fortu~ate enough to write tonsistently fine poetry.
\
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Ignatius His Con4lkve, by J~hn onne~edited by Cha~les M. Caffin.,
; New'York: THe, Facsimile Te t So~ety. CUld Columbia University
Press, 1941. $L60.
'
,

!

e's prose ~atire demonstrates some
r~ther interesting tJrlngs: t~at
ets and critics can lead the ,scholars
tQ new fields~ and th;at Donne is ra idly Pining face in academic circles.
,

A. facsimile pUb~ication
,

I

, ,
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This edition is nice y done, with an intelligent and interesting introducti"on. And needl ss to say, it shows Donne's brilliance and mastery
ina place where it i not so often looked for.
The Poems of Sir] hn Davies, edited by Clare Howard. New York:
Columbia Univ rsity Press, 1941. $3.00.

Since Sir John
vies is about t~ird or fourth rate among the great
Elizabethan poets, er~aps it is to be regretted that the effort in this
book was not put t publishing editions of better poets of the time
whose work is not r .adily available. Once those better poets are avail"
able, one will not r .gret this publication;
for Davies has a number of
~nterests, and the e ition seems good except for a rather insipid introduction.
Tamerlane and Other Poems, by Edgar Allan Poe,. reproduced in facsiriUIefrom the dition of 1827 with an introduction by Thomas O.
Mabbot. New ork: The Facsimile Text Society and Columbia
University Press 1941. $1.80.

Well 'edited an critically discussed, this facsimile of a rare Poe
volume presents als Professor Mabbot's essay revealing the relationship of verses by Poe to circumstances in his early life: the romance ,with.
Elmira Royster, th unpleasantness with John Allan, the flight from
the Allan home, eve ts in Boston and Baltimore. Formerly, only eleven
extant copies of this little book have beeI\ known. Readers who might
be familiar with an ther will be interested to hear that an auction in
1919 brought $11,5 0 for a copy; and a private sale at a later date,
$3 1 ,000.
C·

The Art of Courtly Love} by Andreas Capellanus; with intro~uction,
translation, and notes by John J. Parry. New York: Columbia
University Press, 1941. $2'.75.
Inter~st

in the curt of Eleanor"of Aquitaine, where votive candles
burned before the . !ine of Cupid and devotees learned a ritual for
romantic behavior, hould be revived by this edition of The Art of
Courtly Love. Stud nts who have formerly depended upon photostats
of the thirty-one fa ous rules formulated by Andrew the Chaplin for
Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1941
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th~ Court 'of Love ~ay no~ have

r

he entire book in translation, with
ad~quate e~position y Professor P rry.
j
f.
--Lejtters of 19ndhan I Oldstyle l by ashington Irving, reprodu~ed in
I facsimi~e from th~ editi~n of 1 24, with a introduction by Stanley
T. Williams. New York: The csimile Text Society and-Columbia
University Pr~ss, 111941. $1.60.
~.'
~
This early item d~splays the Irv ng vein of humor at ~ts broadest and
ra¢iest. Lampooning fashion, play, theatre aUdi~nces, critics, duelling
y~ung bloods ,of tne-INew York of 1802, "Oldstyl,e" furnishes comparisOf with the lal:er, ipore subtle I ving. The Facsimile Text Society
a~in performs its valuable:; functio of recovering for a larger group of
re.ders heretofore inkccessible mat rial.

T'fice a

.. '

~ear: A. ~~Ok. of Litera' ure, the Arts, and Civil fiberties,

: number VII, edl~ed by ~or~th.
i Press, ~ 941. $1.5p.
,,
"to the llninitiatea, Twice a
ddtinguished
form"ait,. flne pap~r
I ·
form, an apparentlY: confusedcoll
stJry, comment, di~l.·y, and discus
selections, however,i runs a serlou
contemporary cultuite, and the en

Norman. New Yo~k: TWice a Year

>

i "

I

.

ear seems a str~nge pUblication-'
nd printing, a periodical in book
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